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Running a successful pub operation today requires a detailed understanding 
and expert knowledge in a wide range of business areas. It’s not hard to 
be good, or even great, at one or two of these areas with hard work and 
perseverance. 

However, to be truly successful, today’s pub operator needs to be good, 
but ideally great, in every one of these areas if they are going to stand out 
from the competition.  As anyone who has run a pub for the first time will 
tell you, no matter how much you cover in basic training, this needs to be 
consolidated with experience “on the job” and further advice and support. 

The Retail Success Programme has been designed to help in this respect 
by providing expert knowledge and retail vision in a way that is both helpful 
and interesting to lessees and their staff. Rather than attempt to cover all 
areas in one big manual, the programme is made up of a series of guides, 
each focusing on a specific business area. The programme is supported by 
a companion guide - “Retailing for Success” - which highlights the range of 
guides currently on offer and their content.

We hope that you find our guide to maximising income from amusement 
machines – “Fruits of Success” to be helpful and thought provoking 
in developing the machine offer in your pub. If you have any feedback 
regarding its content and how helpful you found it, please do  
let us know – retailingforsuccess@s-n.com
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Direct Income
A machine will produce a direct cash income from the  
money customers pay to use it but, of course, some  
machines are more popular than others. 

The machines that produce the most direct cash income 
are fruit machines. In fact, out of every £100 spent in a pub’s 
amusement machines, £85 will be spent in the fruit machine. 

An average pub can expect to generate around £5,000  
per year split between  the following types of machine  
(see opposite).

Indirect Income
Besides the cash in the box at the end of  the week, a pub 
machine can help generate indirect income through increased 
bar sales. In other words, playing on a 'bandit', quiz machine or 
pool table will extend a customer’s visit considerably.

To make the most indirect income from machines requires  
a little more thought  and imagination than simply switching  
the machine on and we will discuss how  to do this for each  
type of machine in later sections. But before we do let’s take  
a look at how the leasing system works.

What Are The Rental Fees?
Machines are graded into bands and the rent set at either a 
fixed fee (AWP machines) or percentage of the take (SWP 
machines and jukeboxes) according to the machine’s band. The 
band system works like this...

 — Band One machines are the latest products on the 
market. Their novelty value and state-of-the-art features 
are designed to attract the most customers and hence 
produce the most direct income. Because they make the 
most money, rents for machines in Band One are  
the highest.

 — A machine can expect to stay in Band One for around 
12-14 weeks which is the average time a regular player 
takes to master the game’s features. The machine is then 
downgraded to Band Two for a further 12-14 weeks  
during which time its rent is reduced to reflect its  
reduced popularity. 

 — As time goes on, the machine will ‘waterfall’ through the 
lower bands, with corresponding reductions in rents, until 
it reaches Band Six, the lowest band. This process takes, on 
average, two and a half years.

 — The supplier’s official cash collector will call at your pub 
regularly to take the rent for each fruit machine directly 
from the cash box. The remaining cash is split 50/50 
between you and Star Pubs & Bars. 

 — The split for quiz machines is slightly different with 60% 
of the cash in the box going to the supplier, 20% to you and 
20% to Star Pubs & Bars.

It is up to the supplier to monitor the income of each machine. 
Once they notice the cash return dwindling they will replace 
the machine with a later model at no cost to you.

How Star Pubs & Bars can help you 
maximise your machine income?
At Star Pubs & Bars we aim to take the hassle out of installing 
machines so you can spend more time running your pub. We 
support your business in the following ways:

 — Arrange an approved reputable supplier.

 — Negotiate the lowest rents and the best deals.

 — Source the latest products.

 — Provide both on-site advice and telephone support.

 — Because we do the groundwork for you, you can choose  
a pub machine with confidence.

 — We  monitor all the collections on a weekly basis to ensure 
your supplier is adhering to their obligations and that the 
right machine is on site. We also have regular reviews with 
suppliers to discuss each site and ensure maximum income.

Are There Any Other Costs Involved?
You will need a local authority permit to operate an AWP (Fruit 
Machine) in you pub. If you have taken over a new lease you will 
have to arrange for a new permit with your BDM. This permit 
lasts for as long as you hold that particular pub's lease but 
there is an annual renewal fee (usually about £50). This permit 
is often called a License Premises Notification "LPN" must be 
displayed behind your bar or other prominent place. If you 
install a jukebox you will require a local authority 
performance licence. 

Star Pubs & Bars or your supplier can apply for all the  
permits you need  on your behalf but you will have to pay 
the relevant fees.

For more information on licences see Keep it Legal on page 24.

What can amusement 
machines do for my pub?

“Core players make up around 5% of a pub’s machine customer base so the casual 
player is just as important for direct income. We would always advise on siting a 
machine as close to the bar as possible to attract these casual players.”

Pub amusement 
machines are 
designed to do 
just one thing – 
to put more cash 
in your till at 
the end of each 
week. Machines 
can achieve this 
in two different 
ways: through 
direct income 
and indirect 
income.

5%
Quiz Machines 

85%
Fruit Machines 

(called AWPs – see page 10). (called SWPs – see page 18).

5%
Jukeboxes 

5%
Pool Tables 

(see page 20). (see page 22).



Step 1 - Understanding  
The Jargon
Pub amusement machines are generally 
divided into four different categories1:

 — Amusements With Prizes (AWPs) for 
example fruit machines.

 — Skill With Prizes (SWPs) for example 
quiz machines and pinball.

 — Pool Tables.

 — Jukeboxes.

Step 2 - Identify  
Your Goals
When deciding what type of machine to 
install the trick is to work backwards and 
first decide what you want your machine to 
achieve.  For example do you want:

 — More cash profit? Consider an AWP.

 — Keep customers in your pub for longer? 
Consider an SWP.

 — Boost footfall through pub sports? 
Consider a pool table.

 — Offer digital music and video? Consider 
the latest jukebox. 

 — Of course if you want to achieve all 
these goals consider all these machines!

Matching A Machine To 
Your Customers
Besides the above you should also consider 
how the machine will relate to your pub’s 
character and enhance your overall offer; 
For example:

 — If your pub is popular with single 
customers popping in for a pint on  
the way home, an AWP may enhance 
your offer.

 — If your pub has a popular quiz night,  
an SWP may enhance your offer.

 — If your pub is a popular TV Sports venue 
a pool table may enhance your offer.

 — If your pub is a popular live music venue 
a jukebox may enhance your offer.

Finding The Right Machine
Within each category of AWPs, SWPs, Pool 
Tables and Jukeboxes there is a bewildering 
choice of different machines and the best 
people to advise you which individual 
machine is best for your pub is the supplier.

Simply arrange an appointment through 
your BDM and the supplier will carry out 
a proper site survey of your pub. They will 
advise you on:

 — The best locations in your trade areas. 

 — The most popular machines for your 
type of pub.

 — Which type of machines will make the 
most profit for your pub. 

Remember the supplier takes a percentage 
of each machine’s earnings as rent so it is 
in their interest to give you the best advice 
and support.

What You Should Ask Your 
Supplier During A Site Visit
Before the site visit think about the 
questions you want your supplier to 
answer. For example:

 — Back Up & Maintenance – ask about 
call out times because every minute 
your machine is out of order you are 
losing money! An acceptable call out 
time is, on average, 2 hours and an 
engineer should be available at least 
until 10pm seven days a week.

 — Changing Machines – ask how often 
machines are replaced with the latest 
models. As previously mentioned the 
ideal replacement time is 12-14 weeks.

 — After Sales Support – ask about 
helplines and other 24/7 telephone advice.

Still Undecided?
Please speak further with your Business 
Development Manager.

We are always happy to help answer your 
questions about pub machines and help 
resolve siting problems and other issues. 
We can answer simple questions over the 
phone or by email or we are delighted to 
come and see you in your pub to discuss 
your machine strategy.

What type of 
machine is best  
for my pub?
Choosing the right machine is crucial to making 
the most money so here is our step by step guide 
to deciding what machine is best for your pub...

1NOTE: a fifth category, Club Machines which 
have a greatly enhanced jackpot and higher 
stakes, can only be installed in Registered 
Clubs and will not be discussed here.

“Any pub that has an 
area two feet square 
can accommodate a 
fruit or other games 
machine. One of the 
main aspects of our 
job is to look at your 
pub’s layout and 
advise you on the best 
site for a machine.”

More and more suppliers 
are offering weatherproof 
machines for pubs’ 
outdoor areas. If you want 
to encourage greater 
use of a beer garden or 
smoking shelter ask your 
supplier about outdoor 
machines.

TOP 
TIP
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That said you can maximise the profits from 
your machines by spending a few minutes 
each day managing them properly. 

Remember it’s all about CASH...

 — CLEAN - clean machines make more 
money.

 — ACCESSIBLE – players can’t play if 
machines are hidden away.

 — SUITABLE – the right machine in the 
right place makes most profit.

 — HIGH-TECH – the latest machines 
attract the highest spending players.

Top Ten Tips For 
Maximising Machine 
Income

Make sure all your machines are 
switched on before you open! 

Machines should be on at all times 
especially during slow trade periods.

Ensure machines are in the best 
possible location with no obstacles  
or obstructions such as tables  
or coat racks.

Check the machines regularly  
during each trade period. Keep  
them clean, clutter free and in  
good working order. 

Encourage staff to monitor machines 
when you are off the premises. Why 
not appoint a member of staff as 
Machine Manager? 

Always ensure you have plenty of 
change available and include £2 coins 
in bar change where possible.

Ask customers about their machine 
preferences and discuss their 
requests with your supplier. Feedback 
from players will ensure you always 
have the right machine in place.

Machines out of order can’t make 
money. Report faults immediately to 
your supplier and keep their helpline 
number by your phone. Take a note 
of your call reference number and 
monitor the length of time it takes the 
engineer to attend and repair  
the equipment. 

Report excessive call out times over 
24hrs  to your BDM. 

Ensure all staff know how to report 
faults in your absence. 

What you need  
to know – general

The great advantage 
of pub machines is that 
they generate high levels 
of income for no capital 
investment and very little 
cost in terms of your time. 

“Of course machines 
can be easily fitted 
retrospectively – all 
you need is a suitable 
power source near 
the site. But if you 
are planning a major 
refurbishment, 
then I would urge 
calling your Machine 
Supplier and BDM 
as soon as possible. 
We can then make 
arrangements for 
pre-wiring, sockets, 
shelving and so on to 
be installed during the 
building work.”

8 Your guide to making the most from pub amusement machines 9
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Refilling AWPs
The reason for regular refilling is simple. 
As we all know the jackpot is paid out from 
the money held inside an AWP’s hopper. 
If a player hits the jackpot and there is 
insufficient cash for the payout, the 
machine will automatically disable its note 
acceptor and some models may indicate a 
service call is required. 

Core players know this and these key 
customers will not play a machine if they 
suspect there is no chance of winning the 
maximum prize. Naturally a boycott by 
core players will drastically affect the 
machine’s takings.

How Do I Refill An AWP?
Your machine will be supplied with a ‘refill 
key’; simply turn the key in its slot and the 
machine will automatically tell you how 
much money is needed to refill the hopper. 
If you are unsure what to do just ask your 
supplier’s cash collector to show you how 
the refill system works.

What you need 
to know – AWPS
With AWPs we need to consider HOPPERS in 
the cash formula, because to make the most 
money from your AWP...it is absolutely vital 
that you refill the jackpot hopper regularly.

CREATE A REFILL FLOAT

The most common reason for not 
refilling the hopper is lack of cash in 
the bar tills. The easy way to avoid this 
is to create a dedicated Refill Float 
(£200-£300) when you first install the 
machine and simply recycle the money 
the machine takes to keep the hopper 
topped up. 

Establishing a Refill Float only has to 
be done ONCE because the supplier’s 
cash collector will return the float to you 
BEFORE processing the collection figures. 
In other words establishing a Refill Float 
will improve the profitability of your AWP 
machine but cost you nothing!

TOP  
TIP

CHOOSE AN AWP  
WITH A NOTE 
ACCEPTOR FACILITY

Our internal tests show 
that AWP machines with 
note acceptors take 20% 
more than machines that 
accept coins only. This is 
because note acceptors 
speed up play as players 
are not constantly running 
to the bar for change!

TOP 
TIP

“If you do choose 
an AWP with a note 
acceptor it is even more 
vital that you check the 
hopper regularly and 
refill it with coins as 
required because up to 
90% of the machine’s 
cash will be held in 
notes and notes are not 
dispensed as prizes.”

10 Your guide to making the most from pub amusement machines

NOTE RECYCLING

The very latest generation 
of note acceptor machines 
will pay out jackpot prizes 
in paper money. These 
‘note recycling’ machines 
are still very new but 
if you think your pub is 
suitable for an AWP with 
this feature talk to your 
Account Manager. 

TOP 
TIP



What Are They? 
AWPs include the familiar fruit machines 
and any other mechanical device that 
awards a prize by chance.

Most modern AWPs now include special 
features, such as hold and nudge buttons, 
which allow the player to increase or 
decrease the risk. But though these 
features introduce a small element of skill, 
AWPs are still classed as gambling machines 
by the Gambling Act 2005 and therefore 
have greater legal restrictions placed upon 
their use.

Who Plays Them? 
AWP players generally fall into two types:

 — Low Spend Casual Players – who 
will put spare change into the machine 
on their way back from the bar.

 — High Spend Core Players – who will 
spend some time playing a machine to 
master all its features; core players may 
spend up to £50 per week playing AWPs.

Making The Most  
Of AWPs
The profit generated by any AWP depends 
on a number of factors: 

 — The Prize – the maximum stake (£1)  
and jackpot (£100) for pub AWPs is set  
by law but within these limits you  
have a choice of what to offer your 
customers. Generally speaking higher 
jackpots and lower stakes make these 
machines more attractive to both 
casual and core players.

 — The Game – naturally a new and 
more engaging game will attract more 
customers. Core players in particular 
will only play the latest games so to 
attract these high spending customers 
you should ensure your AWP is always 
the latest available.

 — The Site – your machine must be 
located within sight of the bar and a 
machine hidden away in a corner won't 
make much money! Place your AWP in 
areas with high footfall such as on the 
way to/from the bar and/or toilets. Your 
supplier will advise you during your site 
visit on the best AWP sites in your pub.

 — The Customer – More disposable 
income generally means more  
plays. Match the stakes to what  
your customers will tolerate. 

Digital AWPs
Digital jukeboxes are revolutionising music 
in pubs (see Sounds of Success page) and 
digital AWPs are doing the same for fruit 
machines.

Going digital has several benefits including:

 — A reduced footprint so even small pubs 
can have a digital AWP.

 — Multiple games in one machine offering 
players more choice.

 — Fewer moving parts, so less prone to 
breakdown.  

A number of AWP suppliers now offer 
digital AWPs and trials have reported an 
enthusiastic welcome from both players 
and pubs. Some outlets have recorded an 
increase in machine income of up to 35% 
after switching to digital AWPs*.

If you are interested in installing a digital 
AWP ask your supplier about the various 
options available or contact your contact 
your supplier.

*Source: article The Publican 13.10.09

AWP FAQs
1 How often should the machines  
be emptied? 

Your supplier will arrange a cash collection 
schedule with you, usually once a week for 
high earning machines and once a fortnight 
for others.

2 Does the collector give me  
my cash after each visit?

Yes! There are no bank transfers or 
complex invoicing procedures involved. 
The supplier’s cash collector will calculate 
your share of the profits and give you 
your cash immediately unless you have an 
arrangement with Star Pubs & Bars to use 
this income for another purpose.

3 What is the maximum payout 
 for an AWP?

The maximum payout is now £100 and 
the maximum stake is £1. This makes it 
even more vital that you refill the hopper 
regularly! If you install a £100 machine, 
make sure you advertise the fact  
(see below).

4 Can I advertise my machines?

New rules regarding advertising AWP 
machines mean you can promote the 
machine within the confines of your  

pub, including window stickers, table  
talkers, posters and so on, but you must  
NOT advertise outside your pub for 
example in newspaper advertisements.  
Ask your supplier about £100 Machine 
POS kits and use Business Builder,  
Star Pubs & Bars’ online design tool, to 
create bespoke promotional materials.

5 Do I need a licence?

You will need a licence to operate any type 
of gambling machine on your premises  (see 
Legal Section). Generally your supplier will 
organise your licence for you and if you 
have any questions ask your Star Pubs & 
Bars Machine Manager.

6 What are the benefits to the 
customer of providing a machine?

Part of the attraction of AWPs is that they 
offer gaming at much better odds than 
bingo, the lottery or backing the horses. 
The maximum cash prize is £100 and 
regular players can expect to hit the jackpot 
sooner rather than later. In other words, 
people like playing games machines and if 
they can’t play in your pub they will  
go elsewhere!

Slots of profit
Making the most of AWP (Awards  
with Prizes) machines...

“We visited a food 
based pub whose lessee 
wanted a fruit machine 
but was worried a noisy 
AWP would ruin the 
atmosphere. After a 
quick inspection we 
saw there was an area 
by their restaurant’s 
entrance and suggested 
putting a machine there. 
Customers now play this 
bandit whilst waiting 
to be seated and the 
machine has proved to 
be a very good earner 
without upsetting 
any customers. The 
machine's Attraction 
mode can be disabled 
which reduces the noise 
and brightness.”

PROMOTING  
YOUR AWP

As already discussed you are 
allowed to advertise your 
AWP within your premises. 
Besides posters and tent 
cards the easiest way to 
promote a new machine, 
especially one with the 
new £100 jackpot, is to 
play alongside your core 
customers. Point out its new 
features and offer one or 
two tips on successful play – 
but not too many!

TOP 
TIP

Whether core or casual, 
AWP players generally 
prefer to play alone to 
prevent other players 
benefitting from their 
knowledge of the machine 
or predicting a jackpot. 
This means that placing 
two AWPs side by side will 
actively discourage their 
use. If your pub operates 
two or more AWPs make 
sure they are located in 
different trade areas.

TOP 
TIP
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Too close together, multiple SWP players restrict 
AWP player.

Machine under TV draws attention to player, 
obstructed by tables.

Incorrect % payout may deter players. 

Single AWP with no drinks space.

Note acceptor not working will deter players.

Poor standards, dirty glasses and beer 
spillage.

Good practice Bad practice

Ensure good positioning, adequate space and a 
drinks table.

AWP next to bar encourages use of change.

Correct % payout.

Single AWP with good drinks space. 

Note acceptor working. Broken machines lose you money – report 
faults quickly and ensure staff have access to 
a service telephone number.

AWP/SWP  
do’s & don’ts

Take a look at the following examples of good and bad 
practices featuring AWPs and SWPs. Now ask yourself 
which would one you feel most comfortable playing? 
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Pool table  
do’s & don’ts
Take a look at the following examples of good 
and bad practices featuring AWPs and SWPs. 
Now ask yourself which would one you feel  
most comfortable playing?

Insufficient cues, broken cues, cues with no 
tips, cues not stored properly.

Price of Play missing. Supplier label 
poorly displayed.

Triangle and chalk missing, also the 
canopy light not working.

Cues and other equipment arranged neatly. Supplier label and Price of Play clearly 

displayed.

Cues, triangle and canopy lights all in 

good order.

Clean and properly valeted cloth. Insufficient room to play. Ball return not 
properly secure allowing unauthorised 
free play.

Good practice Bad practice



Promoting Your SWPs
The same survey also polled 4,500 
members of the public who did not play 
SWPs regularly and asked them why 
they did not play:

 — 40% of those polled said they did 
not play because they regarded quiz 
machines as gambling BUT...

 — 44% of those polled admitted 
playing the National Lottery once a 
week and 9% bought scratch-cards 
at least once a week!

The message from this survey is that 
to increase the use of SWPs in your 
pub you need to stop your customers 
thinking of SWPs as gambling machines. 
To achieve this why not:

 — Place your SWP in an entirely 
different location to your AWP.

 — Use table talkers, posters and other 
advertising to challenge customers 
to ‘test their skill’. You can create 
these materials using the bespoke 
design packages provided by the 
Business Builder website.

 — Offer 10 free plays as a runner-up/
booby prize in your next pub quiz.

 — Play your machines with your 
customers now and again and if you 
win any money put it back into the slot!

Making The Most Of 
SWPs
A customer’s motive to play and the 
rewards may be different but the same 
CASH principles apply to your SWPs as to 
your other machines. To repeat , all your 
machines, including SWPs, should always be:

 — CLEAN - clean SWPs make more 
money.

 — ACCESSIBLE – players can’t play if 
SWPs are hidden away.

 — SUITABLE – the right SWP in the 
right place makes most profit.

 — HIGH-TECH – the latest SWPs 
attract the highest spending players.

Licences & Permissions
You do not need any special licences  
or permissions to operate an SWP in 
your pub.

Cost
As previously mentioned the ratio 
split of the cash the machine takes is 
different for SWPs (60/20/20). This is 
because many SWPs use the format of 
a popular TV Quiz show to generate a 
player’s interest. These formats can 
only be used under licence for which 
the manufacturer and supplier must 
pay a fee.

Indirect Income  
From SWPs
Though SWPs usually generate lower 
levels of direct income than AWPs they 
can help significantly boost indirect 
income by:

 — Encouraging new customer groups 
to visit.

 — Encouraging regulars to stay longer.

 — Encouraging all types of customer to 
spend more.

Ask your supplier or your BDM for their 
advice on which SWPs are best suited to 
different customer groups.

“Pubs are, after 
all, centres of 
entertainment 
and SWPs are a 
popular form of 
entertainment! 
So you should 
consider how 
SWPs can help 
you achieve 
your long term 
business goals.” 
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What Are They? 
SWPs do not award prizes according to 
random chance; instead the player must 
demonstrate some level of skill beyond  
mere luck.

The most common form of SWP in pubs is 
the quiz machine but other types of SWP 
include Space Invader, Tetris and other 
arcade-style games.

Though most SWPs’ price-per-play is 
similar to AWPs (30p-£1) the maximum 
cash prize on offer is generally lower, 
typically £50, with £2 and £1 payouts far 
more common. The percentage payout 
with SWPs is also lower; typically just 30% 
of takings will be paid out as cash prizes.

Who Plays Them? 
As with AWPs, SWPs attract both casual low 
spend customers and more committed high 
spend core players. However unlike AWPs, 
which tend to appeal to solitary players, SWPs 
are more popular with groups. 

An important point to note is that with 
SWPs the cash prize is generally less 
important than the entertainment value 
of the game. A survey* of frequent fruit 
machine players revealed that:

 — 41% played for enjoyment.

 — 25% played to win significant amounts 
of money. 

Compare this to the same question asked to 
frequent quiz machine players:

 — 56% played for enjoyment. 

 — 16% played to win significant amounts 
of money.

Questions and 
answers
Making the most of SWP (Skill With Prizes) 
machines...

*Survey commissioned by Gamestec and quoted in The Publican 19.03.08



Pool hardly needs any introduction, 
coin operated pool tables have been a 
familiar feature in UK pubs for decades 
but if you thought a pool table’s earning 
power was on the decline think again.

Price Per Play
Many pubs still regard pool as a ‘loss 
leader’ whose principal use is to earn 
indirect income by keeping customers in 
the pub for longer. This is a sound basic 
strategy but your pool table could earn 
you much more direct income simply by 
increasing the price-per-play.

With most AWPs and SWPs charging £1 
per play, a charge of £1 for a game of pool is 
not unrealistic but customers, of course, 
will object to an overnight 100% price rise 
for their favourite pub pastime!

The trick is to add value to your pool table 
to justify any price rise so invest in new a 
table, cues and other equipment; provide 
a proper canopy light if you haven’t 
already got one and introduce the new 
price gradually with Happy Hours. 

Today’s pool tables can be pre-set to 
automatically adjust the price-per-play 

to create ‘Happy Hours’. The Happy 
Hour price could remain at 50p with the 
higher charge levied at all other times.

Novelty Tables & 
Exhibition Matches
You can also add value to your pool offer 
through special events. Your supplier 
can arrange the temporary installation 
of novelty pool tables, such as L-Shaped 
tables, as well as exhibitions by pool 
champions and trick shot experts. 
Just ask your BDM about the help and 
support Star Pubs & Bars can offer to 
help you promote pool in your pub.

Alternative Pool Games
Besides classic English and American Pool 
you can breathe new life into your pool 
table by introducing alternative games 
such as Soccer Pool and Speed Pool. 

To help you introduce these increasingly 
popular variants, Star Pubs & Bars have 
produced a wall chart, complete with 
tournament structure and rules, for each 
of these games. 

Some suppliers offer free charts and 
rules as part of their POS packages 
but you can create bespoke materials 
tailored to your pub, for a small cost, 
using the Business Builder online design 
tool at www.snbusinessbuilder.co.uk

Classic Pool 
Tournaments
By far the best way to increase the 
activity around your pool table is to 
 start an in-pub tournament and/or 
 join a local inter-pub league. 

Again, a handy ‘On Cue’ tournament 
ladder wall chart, entry forms and  
other material to help you start an 
internal pub league are available  
from the Business Builder website  
for a small cost. 

Whether you plan to keep your pool  
in-house or join a local league, your  
BDM will be happy to provide help  
and  support.

Earning Indirect Income 
From Pool
Regular tournament and league matches 
not only make your pool table work harder, 
they can help generate extra income 
through increased sales if you:

Schedule matches for slow trade periods 
such as Sunday or Monday evenings.

Start a seniors’ pool league to fill quiet 
afternoon trade periods.

Don’t forget the ladies. More and more 
women are playing pool so start a ladies 
tournament and why not have an end of 
season challenge match between the 
ladies’ and gents’ champions?

Schedule two matches for each league 
session and offer special pre-match, 
post-match and half time meal/drinks 
deals for players and spectators.

Check your equipment and valet the 
table’s cloth before matches. League 
players will expect your pool table to be 
in perfect condition.

Hot shots
Making the most of your pool table...

“You need a lot more space 
for a pool table than an AWP 
or SWP games machine. Pool 
tables come in two sizes (6x3 
feet and 7x4 feet) and you 
need an additional five feet of 
cueing space around each one. 
This is a large space to take out 
of a trade area and our advice 
is make sure that a pool table 
will justify itself with extra 
profits from extra customers.”
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The jukebox is the original pub 
amusement machine. Coin-operated 
gramophones, which could play only 
one record at a time, first appeared in 
the USA around 1900 whilst the first 
multi-play jukebox was launched in 
1927 by the American Automatic Music 
Instrument Company.

Today’s ultra-modern digital jukeboxes 
offer thousands of songs and are rapidly 
replacing CD format machines and other 
types of jukebox. 

Digital Jukeboxes
Today’s digital jukeboxes can deliver a 
host of features that will help you create 
the right atmosphere in your pub whilst 
adding cash to your bottom line. Digital 
jukeboxes can offer:

 — Access to hundreds of thousands of 
songs via the internet. 

 — Automatic downloads of new songs.

 — Video such as music videos and You 
Tube clips.

 — Wi-Fi that can turn your pub into a 
wireless internet hot spot.

These hi-tech jukeboxes can also offer 
much more than access to a wide range 
of music. For example, you can use your 
digital jukebox to:

 — Advertise in-pub events.

 — Advertise local businesses, such as 
taxi firms.

 — Supply music for karaoke evenings.

 — Generate the numbers for bingo 
evenings.

 — Announcement modes can be used 
as a simple PA system for quizzes and 
other events.

These features vary from model to 
model so ask your supplier about which 
features you need and the appropriate 
jukebox to supply them.

Keeping Your Jukebox 
Viable
Maximising the income from your 
jukebox is critical because a supplier will 
remove a jukebox if it is not generating 
sufficient cash. 

One of the main threats to your jukebox 
is your pub’s TV system as customers 
will not pay for what is provided for 
free! In order to keep the cash flowing 
through your jukebox:

 — Keep TVs switched off unless you are 
screening a sporting event or other 
specific programme.

 — Instruct staff not to switch TVs on 
without your express permission.

 — Never leave the remote control 
in an accessible place so staff and 
customers can switch TVs on at their 
leisure.

 — Never play music or screen music 
channels via your pub’s TVs.

Making The Most Of  
Your Jukebox
As with other amusement machines 
your jukebox should reflect the key 
elements of your offer and the tastes of 
your core customers.

Also, don’t forget the CASH rules 
apply to jukeboxes as to all other pub 
machines. Keep your jukeboxes clean, 
accessible, secure and hi-tech.

You can also use a digital jukebox to 
enhance different aspects of your 
offer. Use event advertising features to 

display promotional messages when 
no music has been selected and the 
games features to drive footfall during 
slow trade periods for example a digital 
jukebox with a football game could keep 
customers in your pub after watching a 
match or a bingo feature could be used to 
run afternoon bingo games.

Do I Need A Licence To 
Operate A Jukebox?
Yes, however the appropriate licences  
and permissions should be arranged by  
the supplier and the cost included in the 
rental fee.

The sounds  
of success
Making the most of jukeboxes...

“In the days when the jukebox was the only form of music in a pub apart 
from a live band they did very well but now jukeboxes have to compete 
with things like Sky TV. Our advice is to give the jukebox a chance to do its 
work – so only switch on the TV an hour before kick-off and switch it off 
when the match has finished.”

Good quality jukebox tailored to 
customer preferences.

Playing music through TV channels 
does not earn cash – TVs are best 
used for sport. 



All pub machines will, at certain times, 
contain large amounts of cash. Sadly, this 
offers a tempting target for thieves 
however with a little care and vigilance you 
can reduce the risk to your machines 
significantly.

Top Ten Security Tips
Be vigilant – be wary of groups that 
congregate around machines especially 

AWPs. AWPs are normally played by single 
players therefore any group surrounding an 
AWP may be trying to disguise an attempted 
theft.

If a criminal group does target your 
machine, one will usually try and 

distract your attention whilst the others 
attack the machine.

Check machines regularly for signs of 
tampering. Look for deep scratch 

marks, made by screwdrivers or other sharp 
instruments, around the cash box lock and 
for wires, magnets and other foreign 
objects stuck in or around coin slots.

If you run a busy bar consider fitting a 
tamper-proof security cabinet around 

the machine, ask your supplier for details.

Always ring the supplier if someone 
claiming to be their representative 

turns up unexpectedly. Remember ID cards 
can be faked. 

Talk to your supplier and ask for a 
schedule for replacing machines that 

coincides with you being on the premises.

If you cannot always be on the 
premises make staff aware of your 

replacement schedule and designate a 
member of staff to check supplier employee 
IDs as required identities as per Tip 5.

Ask your supplier about the tamper 
alarms and other security features of 

each machine.

NEVER cash-up in your public trade 
areas or use your machines as ‘a safe 

deposit box’ for your cash. Bank any cash 
collected as soon as possible, just as you 
would with the money from your bar tills.

REFILL REGULARLY - remember your 
best protection against people trying 

to manipulate your AWP machines with refill 
keys and other devices is to ensure they 
always pay out when they are supposed to 
do so!

Internet Scams
There are websites which sell unauthorised 
refill keys that allow an unscrupulous player 
to check the amount of cash in an AWP’s 
jackpot hopper. Refill keys are universal 
therefore one key will work in any machine 
however you can eliminate this threat 
entirely simply by keeping your hopper 
properly topped up.

Websites that claim to offer electronic 
devices, reset codes and betting systems 
that can beat AWP machines are scams 
designed to fool unscrupulous players into 
buying products that don’t work. Modern 
machines are impervious to a wide variety 
of attacks and will successfully resist 
99.99% of attempts to defraud them.

If Your Machine 
Is Attacked
Report the matter to the police immediately 
and inform both your supplier and your 
BDM as soon as possible.

If you have any queries regarding machine 
security talk to your machine supplier.
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Licences & Permissions
Under the Gambling Act 2005, which 
covers all parts of the UK including 
Scotland, to operate an approved 
gambling machine (i. e. a Category C or 
D, AWP) on pub premises you MUST 
have a Licensed Premises Notification 
issued by the local authority. Star 
 Pubs & Bars or your supplier can 
organise this but you will have to pay  
the appropriate fee.

You may also need:

 — A Customs & Excise licence if the 
AWP's stake and jackpot exceeds the 
prescribed limits for category C & D 
machines. However in practice this 
only applies to the high value machines 
permitted to registered clubs.

 — The good news is that Star Pubs & Bars 
and/or your supplier can help you 
arrange all the necessary licences  
and permissions. 

Your Responsibilities 
Under The Law
As the lessee you have a legal duty to 
operate your machines within the law. 

Therefore you should follow the new 
Gaming Machine Permits Code of 
Practice produced by the Gambling 
Commission. Whilst this code relates 
specifically to AWPs the advice is often 
helpful when applied to other machines.

You can read and/or download the full 
brochure from the Gambling 
Commission’s website at www.
gamblingcommission.gov.uk but in brief 
the code stipulates that gaming machine 
permit holders MUST:

 — Site permitted machines in a 
location that can be seen, monitored 
and supervised from the bar.

 — Have in place arrangements for such 
supervision.

 — Ensure all gaming machines situated 
on the premises are located in such a 
place that any customer who wishes 
to use an ATM (cash machine) on 
the premises has to cease gambling 
to do so.

It is a condition of your permit that you 
comply with these regulations and 
failure to do so can result in its 
revocation and/or future refusal.

Encouraging Responsible 
Use Of Your Machines
In addition to the above, the Gaming 
Machine Permits Code of Practice also 
contains advice to help you encourage 
responsible use of gambling machines.  
The Code recommends that you to:

 — Prevent use of AWPs by underage 
persons by ALWAYS checking the 
age of apparently underage 
customers, and refusing access to 
anyone who appears to be underage 
and who cannot produce an 
acceptable form of photographic 
identification.

 — Acceptable Photo ID includes PASS 
Cards, Local Authority ‘Citizen 
Cards, Photo Driving Licences and 
Passports.

 — Take all reasonable steps to ensure 
that all relevant employees 
understand their responsibilities for 
preventing underage gambling.

 — Have procedures for dealing with 
repeated attempts by underage 
persons to gamble on AWP 
machines, including oral warnings, 
reporting the offence to the police 
and making information on problem 
gambling readily available.

 — The Code does NOT require you to 
assess or make any judgement as to 
whether an adult customer should 
have access to gambling.

Keep it legal

Make sure you display 
appropriate signs to 
warn underage persons 
they are breaking the law 
if they  attempt to play 
on restricted machines. 
The signs should be 
professionally made, state 
that any underage person 
playing or attempting to 
play will be asked to leave 
the premises and displayed 
prominently on each 
machine in your pub.

TOP 
TIP
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Keep it safe
Keeping a watchful eye on your machines  
can help keep them secure...

"Genuine cash collectors 
and repair engineers will 
wear a proper uniform  and 
carry ID. If in any doubt 
contact the company before 
allowing any machine to be 
opened or removed. "
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